Temple Tree
Magical Bark Prints by Birgitta Volz

Birgitta printing a banner
on an Indian temple tree

All the artwork in this booklet has
been printed from the Temple
tree located next to the Pavilion
of Tibetan Culture during the
Auroville Art Camp 2019.
Some prints were so perfect that
they remained as they came,
others have been painted.

Birgitta Volz printed
all the art work in this
catalogue during the
Auroville Art Camp
2019 from the
Temple Tree (Ficus
religiosa) which
grows next to the
Tibetan Pavilion.

The Pavilion of Tibetan Culture and
the German Pavilion cordially invite
you for the Exhibition Project
"Temple Tree" - Magical Bark Prints
by Birgitta Volz
Exhibition Gallery at the Pavilion of
Tibetan Culture, International Zone,
Auroville, India
8.2. – 2.3.2021

© Birgitta Volz 2021

A big “Thank You!” to the
organizers and all the helping
hands of the AV Art Camp,
especially to the team of the
Pavilion of Tibetan Culture.
The portraits of the artist are
a courtesy of Marco Saroldi

Magic is unfolding, as soon as I work with a tree.
I work with bark prints directly on living trees, which get turned into art by
highlighting their natural beauty.
Beautiful stuctures form into gods, dwarfs, witches and other creatures.
They are magically becoming visible on my prints.
I try not to manipulate but to unveil them.
Trees gift me with all kinds of stories, depending on their cultural environment. It seems as if the trees record the history of their place and of their
"invisible" inhabitants.
Beautiful structures are visible on the bark after printing.
The trees look like pieces of art themselves and attract the attention of the
people to something they usually don’t look at.
I try to open people through the beauty of nature. I hope that seeing the
manifestations on my pictures, makes them reflect about a consciousness,
that inhabits everything around us.
Ultimately, some viewers will be able to gain access to the spiritual aspects
of nature and then treat it with more respect.
Birgitta next to her art work, completed during the Auroville Art Camp.
"Temple Tree Spirits", 2019, 92 x 92 cm, oil and acrylic colour on paper and canvas.

About the Technique of Bark Printing:
The bark gets a good cleaning with a brush before I apply a thin layer of organic oil colour on its outer surface. Then I pin a paper or fabric on it and rub
the colour through with soft pressure.
As I work entirely without chemicals and solvents, my technique does no
harm to the tree. The excess colour stays visible on the bark until it is renewing itself naturally from inside, which usually takes months or even years depending on the tree species.
The excess colour stays
visible on the bark until it
is renewing itself naturally
from inside, which usually
takes months or even
years depending on the
tree species.
The prints need to dry
overnight in a safe space.
If the results are not
satisfactory, I improve it
the next day.
The print making is physically very challenging
and like a meditation in
motion.
Usually I only control the
composition while I am
printing and the result becomes visible only later in
my studio.
"Standing Ganesha",
200 x 100 cm
Single piece print
with oil colour from
a Temple Tree on
Chinese paper,
pasted on canvas
and painted with
acrylic colours

Right side:
unfinished raw print

Two more stunning manifestations of "Lord Ganesha",
the Indian elephant god, 2019, size 119 × 84 cm.
Single prints with oil colour from Temple Tree bark on Chinese paper.
These two prints manifested as seen on the first printing attempt.

"King of the Dwarfs", 119 × 84 cm, 2019 (up) and
"Dwarf with a Shrunken Head", 100 x 70 cm, 2019 (right)
Single prints with oil colour from Temple Tree bark on
Japanese paper, the raw bark prints have been worked on
with colour pencils.

"Temple Tree Beings", 92 × 92 cm, 2020 (above) and
"Temple Tree Spirits", 92 × 92 cm, 2020 (right)
Single piece prints with oil colour from a Temple Tree
on Chinese paper, pasted on canvas and painted with
acrylic colours.

"Twin Elephants", 50 x 70 cm, 2019
Single print with oil colour from Temple Tree bark on
Chinese paper, the raw bark print has been worked on
with colour pencils.

"Stories from a Temple Tree",
2019, 90 x 120 cm,
Single print with oil colour from Templ
Temple
Tree
ee bark on Japanese paper. The raw
bark print has been worked on with colour pencils.

"Elephant Riders", 2019, 70 x 100 cm (above)
"Temple Tree Faces", 2019, 90 x 40 cm, (right)
Single prints with oil colour from Temple Tree bark
on Japanese paper. The raw bark print has been
worked on with colour pencils.

"Mischwesen - Chimaera", 2020, 100 × 70 cm (above)
"Flying Creature", 2019, 100 x 70 cm (right)
Single prints with oil colour from Temple Tree bark on
Japanese paper. The raw bark prints have been worked
on with colour pencils.

"Ficus religiosa" banners 8 and 9,
2019, 147 x 60 cm (above)
"Ficus religiosa" banner 2,
2019, 234 x 76 cm (left)

"Ganesha" banner, 2019 , 234 x 76 cm
All banners are single prints made with
black oil colour from Temple tree bark
on translucent banner cloth.
They look exactly as they manifested
from the tree.

"Walking Tree Spirit"
Ficus religiosa, banner 4
2019, 234 x 76 cm (left)
Ficus religiosa , banner 3,
2019, 300 x 100 cm,
painted with acrylic colour
"Three Headed Dragon"
Ficus religiosa, banner 1
2019, 285 x 152 cm (right)

All banners are single prints
made with black oil colour
from Temple Tree bark on
translucent banner cloth.
They look exactly as they
manifested from the tree.

This area on the coloured
bark below seems to look
like a dragon claw or an
elephant trunk.
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Videos:
Tree art by Birgitta Volz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEWm0F0MOqc
Art and Crisis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4fD30FsWAY&app=desktop
"Tree Swami", Ficus religiosa Unikat 5, 2019, 119 x 84 cm (right)
"Cephalopod", Ficus religiosa Unikat 15, 2019, 50 x 70 cm (below)
Single prints with oil colour from Temple tree bark on Chinese paper,
"Tree Swami" looks exactly as he manifested from the tree,
"Cephalopod" has been worked upon with colour pencils.

